Day 1
Our group is called the Blue Sheeps and our coach is Phillips and our members are Koki,
Tatsuya, and Na Kyung. Today the captain didn’t teach much and we did some drills. We did 3
drills in total and all of them were related to passing. After we finished all of our drills, we had a
team meeting. The coach explained how we weren’t trying very hard and that we should do the
drills properly.
Day 2
Today we did several drills and we started off with our passing drill from last time after doing our
1.2km run. Then we did a shooting drill while we waited for the other team to play a game. We
ended up tieing both of our games which our group wasn’t very happy about because we had an
open goal that we missed, and conceded an own goal. In our group meeting, everyone got an
overall better score than last time because everyone tried to improve on the things that they got
negative comments about. This time, everyone tried much harder and did their jobs better.
Day 3
Today for P.E class, we played some games and did some shooting drills. In our group meeting
we discussed on how Tatsuya improved a lot in his attitude by not swearing or being negative
about his job. Everyone got involved in the game and tried really hard. Everyone got an overall
better score than last time.
Day 4
Today after we did the 1.2 km run, we did some stretches and after that we played soccer
games with actual soccer post. Phillips changed his job to fitness trainer and he did a good job
on it. Tatsuya tried hard in games but he didn’t bring his folder even though his the equipment
manager. For me, I tried hard for games and tried to be involved. Koki is always happy and he
tries hard in games. He does his task well and takes good pictures.
Day 5
Today we did our soccer tournament first round and we won one game and lost one game. We
lost the game because I didn’t block the corner kick. Tatsuya did a hat trick so he got a good
score. Everyone got 20/20 because everyone tried really hard in the game. They tried to
encourage each other and not swear.
Tournament Day
For the tournament day our group sadly got last place, green team got second, and red team
got first. In the double elimination round first day, we won one game by 30 and lost the second
game by 10. For the second day we ended up losing games by 10. We were pretty sad about
it because we lost due to poor defense from me and a bit of miscommunication with the team.
Everyone tried hard for all the games but we got a bit tired at the end and didn’t try as hard as
the first game when we had a lot of energy.

